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Big Data Flying Wheel

Generate value through smart meter data

Insights

Next best action

Upsell to realtime

Management

Advise

Trade - next day forecasting

EV clustering

ROI x3

Realisation

What does NET2GRID AMI data disaggregation deliver?
Self Learning algorithms Non-Intrusive
Load Monitoring (NILM) to disaggregate
activities on 15-30 minute AMI data time
series. Flexible tariff server to allocate
tariff to activities or specific time slots.
Standard AMI data:
Activity recognition (NILM)

EV charging

Water Heating

Always-On
Space heating
Water heating
Lighting
Entertainment
Refrigeration
Laundry
Cooking
EV charging
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AMI NILM solution with white label Ynni app for utilities
As described in previous slides it requires household profile data and presentation within NET2GRID white label Ynni app for the demo
Energy budget management
to avoid bill shock and lower churn

Bill activity itemization from where saving
advice and engagement increases

Activity-based comparison with yourself
and peers incl. recommendations

Historic consumption overview with
comparison and per activity insights

Laundry
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Identify EV owners in customer base for special EV rate plan
Utility Insight
The rapid increase of EV drivers in my customer base offers me the chance to sell more
electricity to them, however I am afraid they might switch supplier for lower tariff offers or
when they want to switch to a smart charging solution.

Utility User story
As a utility I want to identify EV drivers in my customer base so I can make them a commercial
offer for a specific EV charging tariff. I also would like to identify EV drivers that could benefit
from a smart charging HW product that I could upsell in combination with special ToU tariffs in a
demand response program being applied to their EV home charger.

Solution
We can identify EV charging households from smart meter energy usage for high speed home
charging installations like 3-phase (6-8 kW) EV charge poles. We are able in certain
circumstances (like general low energy consumption or specific season / location aspects) to
identify medium EV charging loads (single-phase 3-4 kW), however these will not always be
correct and might be mistaken for Airco or Heat pump appliances. Requires smart meter AMI
time series for several months and requires no profile data of households.
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But we have so much more to offer:
Customer Journey for Utilities
As a Service by NET2GRID

Customer Journey - From Energy Insights to Value Add Services
1. Inform: Basic
insights to
Premium
insights upsell
Consumer is the entry
point for us unlocking
smart meter data for
whom we make engaging
energy cost insights and
consumption transparency
available...

2. Advice: Personal
saving advice via
engaging content
and Home Scan
...with added personal
recommendations &
saving tips that
empower users to take
action themselves and
stay engaged...

3. Educate: Upsell
product
replacement &
Loyalty program
...enable loyalty
campaign offers
aimed at
partnership deals
with energy savings
products...

4. Sell: Property Energy Saving
Solution Advice & Energy
Optimization / Monitoring

...identify most suitable energy
saving solution per household and
advise on implementation plan for
insulation, PV, heat pump, EV and
monitor these assets after
installation via additional services...

5. Operate & Optimize: Get
the best tariff & earn money
with your property
investments via VPP
...Offer ToU & dynamic pricing
contracts to consumers and
enable Virtual Power Plant
use-cases for aggregators /
DSOs via HEMS and the PV, EV,
heat pump, E-boiler products...

In 7 steps from
energy label G to A

Utility

Example use-cases

ToU rates education and optimization
Customer Insight
I am self-employed and work mostly from home with some client visits on the road,
meaning my energy usage is diverse but I heat the house the whole day. I would be
interested to save money on my energy costs but do not know if it makes sense to go
for another energy contract, heat my home differently,look into PV panels or invest in
an EV.

User story

I wish my energy supplier could tell me what is best in my situation and where to start
saving energy costs. I am willing to invest if it is clear how quickly I can earn back my
money with the new saving measures. I would be interested to charge my new EV at
home, but with my current energy contract it is very expensive.

Solution

We can identify users with high energy consumption at certain times of the day
compared to another clustered consumption profile groups and e.g. identify users
with high consumption during the day when the sun shines. We can educate users
how they can benefit from ToU tariffs. For these customer groups we can generate
leads for a solar offer, EV rates or a specific ToU contract. Requires smart meter time
series.
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CRM: Clustering customers based on profile and daily routines
Customer Insight
I have been a loyal customer for several years but I have no connection with my energy
supplier besides the final yearly bill. They only call me when they notice my contract is about
to end, but I do not get the feeling they care for me. I find energy itself not an interesting topic
and do not want to have the hassle of switching supplier.

User story
I contemplate switching energy supplier because I hear that this will reduce my cost for
energy and they have special loyalty program offers. I wish my current supplier offered me
some interesting services because I am a loyal customer, so at least I feel rewarded staying,
get benefits and do not have to switch supplier.

Solution
We will use AMR load curve time series and cluster reference models to make user clusters.
This way we can segment user groups better based on e.g. consumption quantity data,
household behaviour routines, impact of seasonality / holidays, predict what is the best time
and channel for marketing, and predict what user group is an interesting target for certain
utility (incentive, loyalty) programs.
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Behavioural Demand Response: EnviaM Happy hour
User action

Customer Insight
I like it when I can benefit from rebates and reductions. It is good for my budget but it
also makes me feel that I have won something and feel positive about my
achievement.

User story
I would like it if I would have the opportunity to shift my energy use to a time when
it’s less expensive.

Solution
Every day we show at what time it’s happy hour and you can have electricity for free
so you can turn on your equipment when it matters.

Replacement offer for specific energy in-efficient appliances
washing machine efficiency

A+++
Current

As you are our loyal customer we can offer you
a trade in program where you benefit from a
discounted replacement for a A+++ energy
efficient washing machine of our partner
Samsung.

Learn more

Customer Insight
Now that I know my washing machine is inefficient I want to know what I can do to
save energy. I still find it a waste to keep my current old appliance and do not look
forward paying the full price for a new washing machine and scrap the old one
myself.

User story

As a loyal customer I expect my utility to offer me a solution for my energy inefficient
appliances. I am willing to replace my old washing machine if I receive an interesting
enough offer.

Solution
We are able to generate leads for inefficient products from within our app, or via a
specific marketing campaign email using our customer segmentation profile
information. The lead generation is based on reliable efficiency scores using real-time
data, thus preventing false positives to ensure customers’ trust in this service.

Upsell in steps to insulation, PV or new space heating solution
Customer Insight
I want to save costs on my energy bill but do not know where to start saving. Since
my house is from 1955 I think I can improve the costs for heating, and I wish my
energy supplier could tell my how I compare to others and guide me in taking action
towards energy saving myself.

User story

I have some money saved to invest in my house, but I do not know if I need to start
with PV panels on my roof, insulation or replace my older gas heating system. It would
be great if my energy supplier can offer me several options with underpinned data
from my energy consumption.

Solution

We are able to generate leads for insulation, PV panels or new space heating
solutions. We are able to recommend the best fitting recommendation in a
step-by-step approach and track the pre- and post installation effects. Requires
smart meter time series, peer comparison data, household profile data and CRM data
to perform segmentation for marketing campaign.

